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WINNER: Dalton Electrical
PROJECT: Yashili/PLF Powder Line
Working in a factory canning
milk powder offers all kinds
of challenges – and when
the window of installation is
reduced from 9 weeks to
6 it tests even the most
experienced sparky.
Dalton Electrical was required to use existing materials and
products for the electrical installation on the canning line.
They had to join it all up and design the software to make
it work.

In consideration of the strict hygiene environment they
also came up with an ingenious solution, tailor-making the
stainless steel droppers for the cable ways, ensuring no
collection of dust as a normal cable tray would get.
This factory has been designed for deliberate viewing by
the public with a glassed corridor through the whole plant –
so aside from hygiene, tidy work was essential. Though
even in the non-hygiene, non-public areas their installation
technique is immaculate.
When commissioning the plant, the metal detectors, xrays,
and the canning plant all worked first time – resulting in an
automated process that cans 140 tins of powder per minute
– a resounding success by Dalton Electrical.
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FINALIST: Kiwi Control Systems
PROJECT: Waitoa Dairy
Seasoned contractors, Kiwi Control Systems,
assisted in turning a green fields site into a dairy
factory completely dedicated to producing UHT
or ‘Ultra Heat Treatment’ milk.
Working closely with Tetra Pak at the Fonterra
factory, the task was complex, with several
facets to the overall scope. This included:
•	electrical engineering to integrate both process
and software engineers
•	design and manufacture of all PLC remote I/O
operator interface cabinets
•	design and installation of all aluminium and stainless steel cable supports and cable
systems from transformer mains through to digital and analogue control
•	and the sequential Control Commissioning during Plant Commissioning and
production trials.
The work was immaculate, with Kiwi Control Systems staff peaking at 11 stainless
welders (the cabinets now being a client spec), 2 electrical engineers, 11 electricians
and 5 apprentices – all very proud for assisting in bringing this dairy to life.
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FINALIST: Strong Electrical Ltd
PROJECT: Darfield Drier II
Wanganui based firm, Strong
Electrical Limited, were again
contractor of choice for their
client having proven they can
deliver on large projects.
Over ten months they
worked on the extensive
assignment which included
the installation and commissioning of the electrical
infrastructure and controls of the second whole milk drier
unit on Fonterra’s Darfield site. The new drier is the largest
operational unit of its kind in the world capable of producing
30 tonne of milk powder per hour!
Some of the stats include the use of over 280km of cable;
the wiring and commissioning of more than 20 PLC panels and
200 VSD drives; using over 270,000 cable ties and a humongous 37,000 man hours!
Amazing workmanship, delivered in a short time frame, requiring strict health & safety
protocols, with exemplary results – to say it was a strong effort is an understatement.

